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Summary

In an age where agile manufacturing is being implemented more and more in industrial production
lines, there is an increasing need for finding quick and flexible solutions to common problems, such
as unexpected deviations in workpiece- or tool locations in the production line. Such problems
might lead to the production line being voluntarily or involuntarily stopped, partially or entirely, in
order to correct the problem. This is not only a problem from an efficiency- and cost standpoint, as
it can also pose a risk of damaging hardware in the production line. In the worst case, it might even
be a risk to human lives that are working on the production line before the stoppage has occurred.

Our software add-on, Manuafix,  is a quick, safe and relatively cheap solution to that problem. It’s
an easily implementable software add-on for manipulating mobile manipulator workstations which
can assist the production line in safely finding, moving and/or removing workpieces or tools that
have deviated from their desired location.  Using Manuafix  keeps the production line and the
environment around it safer, more efficient and running for longer, while being easier to implement
than all other comparable solutions on the current market.

1) Business idea

What is the product?
The product is our software add-on Manuafix that provides an easy way to command and
manipulate autonomous mobile manipulator workstations to safely and efficiently move around the
production line, identify faulty or misplaced workpieces or tools, and move / remove those objects
to a desired safe location.
Who is the customer?
Any company that is implementing or is interested in implementing agile manufacturing methods
and specifically automatic error handling, into their factory production lines.
Why does the customer buy, what are the benefits for the customer?

- The product is easy to implement on the factory floor
- The product provides an excellent and efficient way to solve the problems to keep the

production line running for longer
- The product is relatively cheap and safer for both hardware and humans when compared to

running/stopping production lines, it is also cheap compared to similar solutions on the
market.

What is the competitive advantage?
The product is relatively cheap, it is easier to implement and it is safer compared to similar products
on the current market.
Explain the revenue logic (Describe the way the revenue and profit are obtained)
Selling the software add-on as a one-time purchase with a minor subscription fee for maintenance
and updates.

2) Product/service

The product Manuafix is a software add-on that provides ready-made 3D markers and an external
visual interface for the user to launch missions for the robots / autonomous mobile manipulator
(workstations), such as find a faulty or misplaced workpiece or tool and return it to a safe location.
The autonomous mobile manipulator workstations consist of two parts, a robot (manipulator) on top
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of an AGV (automatic guided vehicle), and the robot has cameras attached to it, in order to identify
the objects that the robot should interact with.

The product provides an easy way for the user to manipulate the autonomous mobile manipulators
through one single external visual interface and by using readymade 3D-markers for the customers
to use. The external visual interface is built upon the respective communication interfaces of each
mobile manipulator, and is responsible for calling and running code that issues missions for each
respective part of the mobile manipulator workstations, depending on which type of mission is
launched by the user. The user manual aids the user in issuing missions for the mobile manipulators
and is also a part of the product.

The purpose for using this product is to make running a production line easier and more efficient as
we can correct errors in the production line while it runs, without having to stop the whole
production line. Using the product also makes it safer to run the production line , as some errors
need to be corrected relatively quickly if we want to avoid damaging hardware or avoid putting the
people around the production line in danger. As a consequence of those properties mentioned, the
product is also relatively cost-efficient and it is relatively cheap compared to similar products on the
market.

3) Market situation and competitor analysis

The customer of the product is any company in the manufacturing industry with a running assembly
line in need for automated error handling of faults in the production line. If considering only
Finnish companies, there are roughly 27 000 establishments of industrial enterprises. We estimate
that 20% of the manufacturing companies would benefit from having an easily programmable
adaptive mobile manipulator for handling assembly line errors. This would lead to a customer pool
of 5 400 customers. The product will be sold as a one time purchase with a minor subscription fee
for maintenance and updates. As the current turnover of automation and robotics in Finland is close
to 300 million euros, the estimated market share would be roughly 2,5%, which would sum up to 8
million euros. We will, however, not restrict the market to only Finland but rather to Europe. This
would lead to more potential customers along with more potential competitors.

Some possible competitors for our product could be ABB, Robotiq and ZenRobotics.
● ABB performs lots of development in robotics and could potentially be seen as a competitor.

Our product utilized ABB:s designed and developed YuMi manipulator and a separate AGV
for moving the robot. ABB can potentially provide an AGV in combination with the YuMi
manipulator, however, their intended use case of their robot development is for laboratory
environments. Our product is designed to be used in manufacturing environments to detect
and correct workpiece displacements in the production line. ABB has a revenue of roughly
$28B (23,5B EUR).

● Robotiq is a company that provides software solutions for simpler programming of the
Universal Robot manipulator polishing jobs. Their product provides automatic trajectory
planning for polishing items of different forms. Robotiq has an annual revenue of $45.5M
(38,2 EUR) with roughly 129 employees.

● ZenRobotics could be a potential competitor as they provide AI-powered robotic solutions
for waste separation. They utilize similar technology to control and operate robots, however,
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for a different purpose than our product. ZenRobotics has revenue of roughly $85M (71,3M
EUR) with about 60 employees.

The listed competitors have expertise and experience in the field of robotics. Them being larger
companies gives them an advantage in being seen and heard first by customers. Additionally, they
potentially have more funding available for quicker development of a desired product to customers.
Our advantage is that our target customer differs somewhat from our competitors. Our competitors
have the competence to create a similar product as us, however, our product specializes in
manufacturing and production line error handling. Specializing the product to a certain field
benefits our product for customers in that specific field but restricts the customer pool. Our
specialization and restriction is in place to quickly be able to find customers and as our company
grows, so does our customer pool.

4) Intellectual property

A “freedom to operate” survey, i.e. a FTO survey was conducted to determine if the product
Manuafix was patent-eligible. The FTO survey was conducted following two basic steps and using
the EPO’s (European Patent Office) patent database (https://worldwide.espacenet.com/) :

1. Setting a well-defined target search query
The major features of the product were listed to help identifying keywords for searching the patent
database for existing patents for similar products:

- Software add-on for robots / mobile manipulators (robot + AGV)
- Made for industrial production line / factories with agile manufacturing
- Readymade 3D markers
- Error handling (faulty or deviated workpiece/tool, remove it safely etc.)
- External visual interface
- Visual interface built upon communication interfaces of robots
- Designed using (YuMI IRB 14000 - ABB + SEIT-100) & (UR3e + MIR-100)
- Uses Python scripts
- Can manipulate multiple robots / manipulators
- Can correct errors while production line runs (without stopping)

The following keywords were determined based on the major features listed before:
Software, robot, error, error handling, error diagnosis, faulty workpiece, bad workpiece, mobile
manipulator, production line, agile manufacturing, quality control, interface, visual interface

The following keyword combinations were used to search the EPO database:
“agile manufacturing error handling”, “production line error handling”, “production line error”,
“production line error software”, “quality control software”, “workpiece software”, “mobile
manipulator interface”, "mobile manipulator" AND "fault diagnosis", "mobile manipulator" AND
"error handling", "robot" AND "location of workpiece" AND "production line", "robot" AND "bad
workpiece" AND "production line", “robot” AND “error handling”, “production line fault
diagnosis”, "robot" AND "faulty workpiece" AND "production line", “mobile manipulator
software” OR “faulty workpiece”
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2. Enhance precision by clarifying the search rope
Scope was further narrowed down by:

- Country:
- The chosen area of focus for development and commercialization is the EU. Still, it

is very likely that the product would also be deemed patentable in the United States
as the patent laws in the U.S. are seen as less restrictive compared to the EU.

- Legal status:
- Only active or pending patents were checked from the Espacenet-database, no

patent was found for a similar product, which means that the risk for
infringement issues or potential lawsuits is minimal.

CONCLUSION

Our view is that there is a very large possibility for us to protect our product as it fulfills the EPO’s
requirements for software, deeming it patentable. The EU has strict patent laws in place for
software, or programs for computers “as such”. Generally, the emphasis on “as such” is interpreted
as a demand for the computer program to have an “technical effect”, i.e. it has to be technical by
nature and solve a technical problem in a non-obvious, new and innovative way and should improve
some metric such as performance, efficiency or ease of use.

After conducting the “freedom to operate” (FTO) survey, the conclusion has been made that the
product is patentable / patent-eligible, as the product has a technical effect, i.e. it has a novel,
non-obvious way to solve a technical problem by implementing innovative steps and improves
performance and ease of use for the customer. As of March 19th 2021, no patent was found for a
product that was deemed similar, which means that the risk for infringement issues or potential
lawsuits is minimal
(one example of such as product is

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search?q=pn%3DKR20070053581A (Korean).

Additionally, the product (a software add-on) can be declared as an “computer implemented
invention” to further facilitate the patent application process in the EU.

There are a few trade secrets that we don’t want to reveal by patenting, most of which are related to
the development of the technical product, not necessarily the product itself. One example is the
development method of the source code, and the source code itself. The source code is needed for
interface-to-interface communication and calling missions for the mobile manipulators.

5) Product development and technology

The current project situation as of early March 2021 is that we’re trying to implement an external
visual interface, a main user interface, to launch missions for the autonomous mobile manipulators
by running code that commands each robot through their respective communication interface. In
short, we need to implement a main user interface that sends command to each respective robot
through their communication interface. We’re also trying to implement image processing as a part
of executing commands for the robot.
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The current development phase of the project is somewhere between requirements phase and
development phase, or in technology readiness levels (TRL), approximately at level 3. A product is
generally deemed to be technologically validated in the laboratory by level 4 and ready as a
commercial product by level 9. As the product is at this time very unique and emerging rivals aren’t
really to be found yet, the skills needed to obtain competitive advantage to the rivals are the same as
for completing the project and accomplishing a final product.

The current actions needed to accomplish a final product are as follows:
- Learn how to implement image processing while manipulating the robot to successfully

identify workpieces / tools that then can be moved
- As of March 19th 2021, we are almost done with this part

- Learn how to execute missions for each robot externally via their communication interfaces
- For YuMI-SEIT we need to connect externally through the communication interface

to each one of them and coordinate the mission execution
- For MIR-UR3 we call the mission directly on MIR

● No need to coordinate execution between MIR & UR3
● NOTE: Still need to use an external vision system to tell UR3 the offset of

the workpiece via the UR3’s communication interface
- Learn how to create an external visual interface

- Need to acquire knowledge of web development & data networks
- Making sure that the product follows the requirements set by us, standards,accepted

practices, legislation etc.
- Implement the external visual interface & image processing, test it and do conformance

testing on the both of the autonomous mobile manipulators

6) Conformance

The EU machinery directive 2006/42/EC is the main directive which must be followed. The
harmonized standards are ISO 10218-1 &-2 Robots and robotic devices - Safety requirements for
industrial robots - Parts 1 and 2.
The machinery standards EN ISO 13849-1:2015 & -2:2012 Safety of machinery - Safety related
parts of control systems - Part 1: General principles for design & Part 2: Validation must be
extended to the software, i.e. the software must not break any safety measures of the robots. Also,
according to the standard  EN ISO 13850:2015 Safety of machinery - Emergency stop function -
Principles for design, the software cannot handle the emergency stop of the system, which is
already true for the robots.

The packaging for the 3D markers need to conform to EN 13427:2004 Packaging - Requirements
for the use of European Standards in the field of packaging and packaging waste.

Universal Robots state that the UR3 robot is tested according to the safety standard EN ISO
13849:2008 (Universal robots, no date).
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MIR100 from Mobile Industrial Robots is designed to conform to a group of standards. Table 1,
from the product specification provided by the describes the standards (Mobile Industrial Robots,
2017, p. 8)

The ABB YuMi robot is designed to follow a group of standards. Table 2 below is taken from
ABB’s documentation on YuMi (Product specification - IRB 14000, 2008, pp. 14).

Milvus Robotics have not shared any technical documentation about SEIT100. Thus, it is assumed
that the AGV follows the same standards as the previously mentioned MIR100.

Since our product is a software add-on and 3D markers, the main focus in terms of conformance are
packaging of the 3D markers and making sure the software does not enable the robot to perform any
actions unsafe for humans.

Table 1 MIR100 conforms to the following standards.
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Table 2 ABB YuMi is designed according to these standards.

7) SWOT-analysis

STRENGTHS

● Product solves a common but not
easily-defined problem

● Product is of high-quality, easy to
implement, effective

● Product makes the production line more
cost-efficient and might even lengthen the
lifespan of production line

● Relatively cheap compared to not using it
or using an alternative solution to fix
problem

● Product makes working environment safer
for hardware and for humans

WEAKNESSES

● Relatively small market share
● Smaller projects and businesses commonly

have trouble getting exposure and finding
customers

● New and growing field might mean that
there is not enough demand from the
customers for the product yet
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OPPORTUNITIES
● New and growing field without that many

serious rivals yet
● Selling high-quality and affordable

products builds trust with customers who
likely will choose our products in the future
as well

THREATS
● Some of the probable emerging rivals are

larger technology companies which may
have more resources than our business

● COVID-19 pandemic affect industries and
the world economy and thus may reduce
number of potential customers

Supplement: Distribution of work and learning outcomes

The tasks for completing the business aspects document was distributed t evenly among the group
members. The intellectual property and conformance tasks were challenging but rewarding, and we
learned a lot about the legal side of engineering and marketing by conducting the surveys.
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